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Minutes of the Annual General meeting of the Old Dalians’ Association held on 27th

March, 2022 at the DBA Auditorium, The Daly College

Due to the lack of a proper quorum the meeting was initially adjourned for 15

minutes.

The Secretary started the meeting by welcoming the fellow OD’s after 2 long

years break due to the Covid pandemic and said that the ODA as an alumni

body stands strong in solidarity and unity.

A homage was paid to the departed souls during the pandemic and the

Secretary acknowledged the contribution of a few eminent OD’s who

contributed towards the upliftment of the Daly College and lost their lives

during the pandemic namely Shri Pravin Kasliwal, Shri Harish Chandok and

Maharaja Piploda, all having served as Board members of the Daly College for

several years.

The Secretary then informed the House that the Balance Sheet pertaining to

the year 1920-21 was received that very morning of the AGM, 26th March,21.

This was in spite of regular and repeated reminders to the Office Bearers of the

previous committee right from the time the new committee took charge in the

month of June’ 21. The reminders were sent through regular calls, messages

and mails. The Balance sheet was received unsigned and was kept that very

morning for the perusal of the house. The Balance sheet was received with

some cash Rs. 3,28,774/-  and 2 cheques and with a letter from the former

President of the ODA Mr. Kripal Singh.

The Secretary then requested the House that since the Association is one large

family, whether we could continue with the meeting as per the agenda.



Mr. Sunil Bajaj was of the opinion that wrong precedence should not be set and

the law should be followed. He said that the point no. 4 of the agenda should

be dropped and the Balance sheet should be considered and passed at a later

date in the next meeting. He also said that the point no. 3 of the agenda of

approving and passing the Balance sheet for the year 1919-20, although it had

been received and circulated on time, has lots of lacunas/errors in it as far as

the comments from the auditors are concerned. He further added that as even

the auditor could not be present due to ill health to explain the notes, even this

Balance sheet cannot be considered and should be put up in the next meeting.

Dr. Hemant Chopra then inquired as to why the delay had been there in

submitting the B/s on time.

The Secretary then requested the ex-President Mr. Kripal Singh to inform the

House about the reason for delay in submitting the Balance sheet.

Mr. Kripal Singh stated that the Balance sheet got delayed due to the ill health

of his mother and took the entire onus on himself for the same and apologized

to the house for the inordinate delay.

Mr. Ajay Bagadiya requested the House to pardon the delay of the late

submission of the B/s as a one-time happening and suggested to continue with

the meeting.

Mr. Sunil Bajaj said that although he seconds Mr. Ajay Bagadiya keeping in light

the submission and the apology of the former President Mr. Kripal Singh but

this will set a wrong precedent and suggested to continue with the meeting but

not to consider the Balance sheets and call for an adjourned meeting at a later

date.

Mr. Dheeraj Lulla initially thanked the members for their support to elect Mr.

Sandeep Parekh and himself as the representatives of the ODA on the BOG of

the Daly College and suggested that the meeting should continue as per the

Agenda as the meeting cannot be called again and again and since the Balance

sheet are in front of the House the same should be discussed and passed at a

later date.

Mr. Ajay Bagadiya once again suggested that looking at the light of the due

apology from the ex-President and the quorum being formed the meeting as

per the agenda should continue and the same could be put to vote if needed.



Mr. Sandeep Parikh suggested that the meeting should continue as per the

agenda and when it comes to the point of passing the Balance sheet for the

year 1920-21 the meeting has to be adjourned due to the reason that the same

has been received that very morning and minimum 15 days are required and

that the Balance sheet has to be passed in the next adjourned meeting.

Mr. Dheeraj Lulla again suggested that the people have come all the way for

this meeting so the meeting should carry on and the Balance sheet should be

discussed.

Mr. Deepak Kasliwal said that as per the bye laws of the Association 15 days are

to be given to approve the accounts and nothing illegal should be done.

The Secretary then informed that for that very reason the meeting had not

been called into order and if the House is unanimous then only the meeting

shall start.

Mr. Ankur Goyal  then suggested that since the past year has been an

exceptional year due to the pandemic some consideration should be there and

as a one time issue the meeting should continue.

Mr. Kamruddin Amir said that since the Balance sheet has not been received on

time and has been received that very day it cannot be considered and also

enquired as to why the Balance sheet has not been sent via post. The Secretary

then informed that since the postage scenario has been majorly affected due

to pandemic and as no longer those practices are being followed the Balance

sheet is posted on the web site and further the President informed that text

messages and emails with the links have been sent to all members.

Mr. Ranjeet Namli then suggested that we should carry on with the meeting

and discuss point wise as the House is in order. The same was seconded by Mr.

Jai Jhabua.

The Secretary then called the meeting in order.

The first point on the agenda was to approve the minutes of the last meeting

which have been put  up on the website, the Secretary informed and said that

he could read them out if needed or else consider them approved. On the

insistence of Mr. Deepak Kasliwal followed by the House the Secretary read out

the minutes of the last meeting.

Mr.Deepak Kasliwal had an issue with the passing of the accounts for the years

18-19, but since they had been passed and approved the matter could not be



taken up legally. Mr. Ankur Goyal and Mr. Sandeep Parikh then informed that

since the Balance sheet of the year 2018-19 had been passed and accounts

approved the same cannot be discussed again and only the  minutes could be

changed if found wrong.

Mr. Deepak Kasliwal wished to record his objection pertaining to the approval

of the passing of the minutes for the year 2019 and the same was recorded.

Mr. Sunil Bajaj asked about the charter related to Helping Hands as stated in

point no. 9 and that the same should be recorded that the charter was not

presented as it was not ready and would be presented at a later date.

The minutes of the last meeting were approved.

The Secretary then read out his report.

Mr. Kamruddin Amir suggested that the OD/OD’s who are given the R N Zutshi

award should be honored in the AGM of the Association as well. Mr. Jai Jhabua

seconded the same and the same was approved by the House.

Point no. 3 which was approving  and passing the Balance sheet and accounts

for the year 1919-20 came under discussion and questions n queries pertaining

to the same were asked and ex-President Mr. Kripal Singh chose to answer the

queries as he took the entire onus on himself as per letter submitted by him.

Mr. Sandeep Parikh enquired about the details of list of events and expenses

and purchase of Food n Beverages, alcohol etc. during the year. Mr. Kripal Singh

gave certain explanations regarding the same. Mr. Parikh stated that all the

events of the ODA are self-sustaining as in ODA Dinners, purchases of coupons

are done for Food n Beverages and alcohol, also all other sporting events are

sufficiently covered from the participation fees by the members and owners of

the respective teams. It was categorically observed that there were major

losses pertaining to the same and a satisfactory reply was not given. Mr. Parikh

also enquired about the funds of the ODA in form of Sponsorship receivables to

which Mr. Kripal Singh did not have a detailed list nor any explanation.

Lots of queries and deliberations came in from various other members namely

Mr. Sunil Bajaj, Mr. Deepak Kasliwal, Mr. Rajeev Mucchal, Mr. Rajesh Krishnan,

Mr. Kamruddin Amir, and others in relation to,

*Wrong presentation of accounts



**Sponsorship receivables were neither explained nor given any details of as it

was totally on verbal notes

***Even the Auditor having confirmed that the expenses done by the

committee were exceeding the approved limit of 50% of the collection done

****Income and Expenditure appropriation account was wrongly presented

*****Event expenses pertaining to F&B and alcohol purchase, no satisfactory

answer given

******Non recording of expenses payable for the year 2019-20 even when the

Balance sheet was signed in the month of December,2020.

The House felt that all this reflected that there was suppression of income and

misappropriation of funds to show lesser losses which led the House to go for a

special re-audit through a new auditor and the time frame given for the same

was 90 days from the date of the AGM.

Mr. Sunil Bajaj proposed the following resolutions which were passed by the

House,

1. We should change our auditor and the condition precedent to that, we

should not have an auditor who has a conflicting interest with the ODA

or Daly College.

2. Let us re-audit the Balance sheet for the years 2019-20 and 2020-2021

and present the same again before the House with a precedent condition

that whatever receivables in these 2 balance sheets will be the personal

responsibility of the Office Bearers/signing authorities of the previous

committee as agreed by the President of the last committee Mr. Kripal

Singh.

Mr. Kamruddin Amir insisted that all Balance sheets every year should be

properly read and then only passed and he objected to the passing of Balance

sheets just by hue and cry of ‘Pass”.

Mrs. Divya Gupta insisted on the transparency of the audit in any organization

and a transparent audit report.

Mr. Kripal Singh’s letter was read.

It was decided to underwrite the total amount recoverable to the ODA

fraternity which will be recovered by Mr. Kripal Singh.



It was decided to adjourn the meeting with the following timelines,

1. The Re-audit of the Balance sheet to be done within 90 days.

2. An adjourned meeting to be called after that to decide further course of

action.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the Chair.

As there was no other point for discussion the meeting ended with a

vote of thanks to the chair.


